: As the integrated luminosity delivered by the Large Hadron Collider increases, radiation damage effects are increasingly apparent in the response of the vertex detectors of the experiments. In this contribution, measurements of these effects are discussed for the Pixel Detector of the ATLAS experiment, which by the end of LHC Run 2 has received a fluence of up to 10 15 n eq cm −2 . Measurements of leakage current, Lorentz angle, and charge collection efficiency are discussed and compared to predictions from the Hamburg radiation damage model, TCAD based calculations, and a detailed simulation of the pixel sensor response which accounts also for the modifications to the electric field and charge collection efficiency induced by the radiation damage.
units of the fluence of 1 MeV neutrons which would result in the same total NIEL. In these units, the IBL has received a total fluence of 10 15 n eq cm −2 and the B-Layer a fluence of 5.5 10 14 n eq cm −2 . A comparable fluence will be added during LHC Run 3. After that, the Pixel Detector will be replaced and its successor the ITK Pixel tracker [5] would have to cope with an order of magnitude larger integrated luminosity. While the (current and future) pixel detectors have been designed to be radiation tolerant, their performance will still degrade over time. It is thus very important to measure and understand the effects of radiation damage on the detector response.
Effects of Radiation damage
The effects of radiation in a silicon sensor bulk are primarily caused by inelastic scattering of hadrons which displaces atoms from their lattice sites. The resulting lattice defects create energy levels in the band gap. At room temperature these also change with time due to the thermal motion of lattice defects, in a process called annealing. Annealing can be greatly accelerated, or suppressed, by higher and lower temperatures respectively. At a macroscopic level, there are three main consequences on the properties of a silicon sensor as a particle detector : the leakage current increases; the effective doping concentration changes with a net increase of acceptor-like states, and the signal is reduced due to trapping of electrons and holes by lattice defects. In the following, measurements of these three effects are presented. For the leakage current and effective doping concentration, measurements are compared to the prediction of the Hamburg model [12] . The modelling of the degradation of the signal charge is instead discussed in section 3.
Leakage current
Leakage current is measured using the HVPP4 system during LHC Run 1 [6] and the module power supply system during LHC Run 2. The associated uncertainties on the measured values are 15.9% and 11.2%, respectively. The results are shown for the three outer barrel layers in Figure 1 where the measured values have been averaged for each layer and normalized to 0 • C. The data span the entire Run 1 and Run 2 data taking periods, and are presented as a function of the integrated delivered luminosity since the beginning of Run 1; the total at the end of Run 2 in November 2018 being 191 fb −1 . The predictions from the Hamburg model are also reported in Figure 1 , scaled to match the leakage current data.
The comparison of the measured leakage current with the predictions of the model allows the conversion factor between the integrated luminosity and the fluence for each pixel layer to be derived. In fact, this has been done separately for different bins of the longitudinal (along the beam direction z) position of the pixel detector modules inside each barrel layer, and is shown by the filled markers in Figure 2 . For the three outer layers, no dependence of the fluence on the longitudinal position is observed, while for the IBL the conversion factor is larger for the central part of the detector. The fluence has also been predicted using Pythia8 [7, 8] to generate inelastic proton-proton interactions and either FLUKA [9, 10] or Geant4 [11] to simulate the particle interactions with the detector material. These predictions are indicated in Figure 2 as dotted and dashed lines. The predictions reproduce the lack of dependence on z for the fluence in the outer layers, though the normalization is slightly smaller than that derived from the leakage current data. For the IBL, a weak dependence of the fluence on z is predicted, in contrast with the much stronger variation from the leakage current data.
The fluence can be also derived from the measurements of full depletion voltage presented in the next section. These measurements probe the relative fluence between z bins and are normalized to the leakage current prediction at z = 0 and indicated in Figure 2 as open markers. They support the strong dependence on z extracted from leakage current data.
Effective doping concentration
In the Hamburg model, radiation damage removes donor states from n-type silicon and introduces defects which act as neutral or acceptor states. The net result is that the effective doping concentration initially decreases for n-type silicon; eventually the silicon bulk experiences type inversion and behaves as p-type silicon with an effective doping concentration which increases with time. This leads to an increase of the bias voltage which is required to fully deplete the silicon sensor.
Measurements of full depletion voltage were performed for the ATLAS Pixel detector using two different methods. Before type-inversion a measurement of the cross-talk between adjacent pixels gives a precise measurement of the full depletion voltage, since the p-n junction is located on the opposite side of the sensor and the pixels are isolated only after the full sensor thickness is depleted. After type inversion, the charge collection efficiency is measured as a function of the bias voltage in dedicated calibration runs. The charge increases rapidly with the bias voltage as long as the pixel sensor is partially depleted. The full depletion voltage is obtained by fitting with a linear function the rising and plateau regions of the measured data, and finding the bias voltage Figure 5 : The extracted fluence-to-luminosity factors using a variety of measurements. The filled markers use determinations based on the leakage current, for the IBL (circle markers) or the b-layer, L1, or L2 (other filled markers). These layers are located at R = 33.5 mm, 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm, and 122.5 mm, respectively. Predictions for the absolute fluence are provided for Pythia + FLUKA (dotted) and Geant4 (dashed). Additional measurements using the depletion voltage from dedicated high voltage scans throughout Run 2 are also provided for the IBL. These additional measurements probe the relative fluence and are normalized to the leakage current extraction at z = 0. To determine the relative fluence, it is observed that @(Depletion voltage)/@Lint is determined to be constant and then extracted from data. This slope is proportion to the factor displayed on the y-axis. The extracted fluence-to-luminosity factors using measurements of leakage current (filled markers) and depletion voltage (empty markers). Predictions for the fluence are also reported for Pythia + Fluka (dotted lines) and Geant4 (dashed lines). From Ref. [14] .
corresponding to the transition between the two regimes. The results are reported in Figure 3 for the B-layer. The data are the filled markers, while the predictions for the Hamburg model are the lines. The defect introduction rates used in the model have been fitted to the data. It can be seen that type inversion occurred at the end of Run 1. The full depletion voltage has increased ever since, and it is predicted to be around 300 V at the end of Run 2. This is smaller than the operating voltage of 400 V for the B-layer in 2018, and also well below the maximum operating bias voltage, which is 600 V for the outer three layers and 1000 V for IBL.
Charge Collection Efficiency
Another effect of the lattice defects introduced by radiation is the trapping of electron and holes before they reach the electrodes, resulting in a reduction of the electric signal on the pixel cells. Since the ATLAS Pixel Detector measures the collected charge using the time over threshold (ToT) of the signal, this can be directly measured. In Figure 4 the pixel cluster size and the charged particle average energy loss are shown as a function of the delivered integrated luminosity. The cluster size is defined as the number of adjacent pixel cells which collect a signal above the detection threshold; since the pixel matrix is two dimensional, this is measured separately in the two directions. The cluster size has some jumps when the operating conditions of the detector, in particular the value of the threshold and the bias voltage, have been changed. Between these jumps, it can be observed how the cluster size has a mild but definite decrease. This is due to the decrease in the collected charge which reduces the number of pixel cells whose signal is above the detection threshold. The effect is even more noticeable from the energy loss measurement, that for each reconstructed charged -5 -In the next section, a detailed simulation of the response of the pixel detector is described, which includes the effects of radiation damage.
The Radiation Damage Digitizer
Charged particles crossing a detector create electron-hole pairs, which then drift toward the electrodes under the effect of the electric and magnetic fields. The signal they induce on the collecting electrodes is converted to digital signals by the front end electronics.
In simulation, energy deposits are evaluated by Geant4 [11] , a software package which evaluates the interaction of particles with the detector material, and produces a list of energy deposits in the sensitive detector elements, which are called hits. The calculation of the simulated digital signals from the hits is called digitization. A detailed model of digitization, including radiation damage effects, is implemented in the AllPix software tool [18] . The predictions of this tool have been used to validate the radiation damage model [17] . The model has also been implemented in the ATLAS common software Athena, in order to exploit the full geometry description of the ATLAS detector, and calculate the radiation damage effects on the ATLAS tracking, the performance in the reconstruction of physics objects (like jet flavour tagging), and the effects on the predicted background and signal observables in physics analyses.
First, the geometry of the sensor is loaded and Geant4 is used to produce the hits in the sensor. Then all the other parameters are loaded : fluence, trapping time for electron and holes, the electric and magnetic field strength, and a number of lookup tables, describing the Ramo potential, the electric field, and the Lorentz angle as a function of the position inside the sensor. The electronhole pairs associated to the energy loss (one pair for each 3.6 eV of energy loss) are drifted towards the electrodes using the information from the lookup tables. Based on the electric field strength, the time to reach the electrodes is calculated and compared to a random number describing the time before trapping; if the charge is trapped before reaching the electrodes, the signal induced on neighbour pixel cells is calculated using the Ramo potential.
The average electric field is given by the bias voltage divided by the sensor thickness. The distribution inside the sensor depends, however, on the initial doping concentration, the charged defect centres introduced by radiation, and the charge distribution generated by electron and hole trapping. A TCAD based software produces the electric field map inside a sensor using the Chiochia model [19] and the Perugia model [20] for the energy levels created by radiation in planar and 3D sensors respectively2. For large fluences, the trapped charge creates a double peak structure in the electric field, as shown in Figure 5 .
The magnetic field affects the drift direction of electrons and holes; the Lorentz angle is defined as the angle between the drift direction and the electric field direction, and it is a function of the electric field strength. Since the electric field is not constant inside the sensor, electrons and holes follow curved trajectories. These are calculated during initialization and the average Lorentz angle is saved in a lookup table as a function of the initial and final position of the charge.
The trapping time is inversely proportional to the fluence Φ as τ = 1/Φ β. The proportionality constant β has been measured [21] [22] [23] for electrons and holes and found to have a dependence on 2The Chiochia model only describes n-type doped silicon and can not be used for the p-type 3D sensors used in ATLAS. isons are beyond the scope of this work, but the data presented in Section 5 can be simulations as well as tuning parameters and to derive systematic uncertainties r-luminosity data. In addition to the Chiochia model for the planar sensors, the s also briefly investigated. While the model itself is supported by test-beam data, alitatively on the fluence for type-inversion with the Chiochia model13 and does d trend of the Lorentz angle data as described later in Section 5.3. Therefore, this t studied in further detail.
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l parameters are varied. Each parameter (capture cross sections and introduction f its value except the trap energy level E t , which is varied by ±10% of the thermal nergy of the trap E t is defined as the energy di erence between the trap and the n for the acceptor-like trap and valence for the donor-like trap). The value 10% n in the absence of experimental input; ideally future models or model tunings uncertainty estimates.
ic field for variations in the acceptor trap parameters for a fluence of 10 14 n eq /cm 2 . The normalization of all the curves is fixed by the bias voltage and therefore all t. Variations in the capture cross sections and introduction rate (g int ) introduce ctric field that is between 15% and 30%. Similar variations are observed when are varied by ±10% and the energy levels are varied by ±10% of the thermal ponds roughly to 0.4% of the energy level. The latter number is chosen as a ccupancy probability scales exponentially with the energy as ⇠ e E t /k B T [47]. For Petasecca) versus 5 ⇥ 10 13 n eq /cm 2 (Chiochia); the IBL inverted around 2 ⇥ 10 13 n eq /cm 2 and the ⇥ 10 13 n eq /cm 2 (based on the measurements presented in Figure 4 ). Figure 5 . The simulated electric field magnitude across the sensor bulk depth for an ATLAS IBL sensor biased at 80 V. From Ref. [17] the annealing time and on the type of radiation (charged or neutral hadrons). In the digitizer, an average of different measurements is used, with an uncertainty which covers the differences between measurements as well as the dependence on annealing time and irradiation type : β e = (4.5 ± 1.5) × 10 −16 cm 2 /ns , β h = (6.5 ± 1.5) × 10 −16 cm 2 /ns .
where β e refer to the electron constant and β h to the hole constant. The Ramo potential is used to calculate the charge induced on the electrodes by a charge q moving from the position x i to the position x f . Using the Shockley-Ramo theorem [24] this is
where φ w is the Ramo potential, which depends only on the geometry of the electrodes and it is calculated in the initialization phase of the software.
In order to validate the digitizer and the radiation damage model it uses, the results from the simulation of a single pixel sensor in the simulation are compared to those measured in the ATLAS data. In figure 6 the results for charge collection efficiency (CCE) in the IBL are shown. The measured and simulated distributions of collected charge are fitted with a Landau distribution convoluted with a Gaussian to find the most probable value. The CCE is defined as this value normalized to that obtained for unirradiated sensors. The IBL bias voltage was increased repeatedly to cope with radiation damage : the detector was operated at 80 V in 2015, 150 V in 2016, 350 V in 2017 and 400 V in 2018. Thus, CCE values as a function of integrated luminosity were computed with the simulation for each of these values, and are reported as different curves in the figure. As can be seen, the value of CCE decreases with the integrated luminosity for each value of bias voltage, but this is compensated by the increases in bias voltage. Data are from the central (|η| < 0.6) modules of the IBL, and they show a fair agreement with the calculated values. At the end of Run 2 the CCE was about 70%. 
Conclusions
Effects of radiation damage in the ATLAS Pixel Detector are visible in the data collected at Run 2 of the LHC. Measurements of leakage current, full depletion voltage and charge collection efficiency have been presented and compared to predictions obtained with the Hamburg model and with a detailed implementation of the radiation damage effects in a pixel detector digitizer code.
